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Lake Erie Ink: a Writing Space for Youth has been working for 10 years to
build a creative youth community. This summer, we came up with a way to
inspire the community using a common theme. We call this our Creative
Community Challenge. For our fourth challenge, we focused on the theme
of growth.

We hope that as you look through the anthology you may consider putting
your own creativity to the challenge, helping us prove that while we may
not be physically close, self-expression can bring us together in ways we
never dreamed of. 

Thank you to Coventry Village, who helped us secure the storefront and
for supporting this community public art project. Thank you to Suzanne
at Macs Backs who helped inspire those she knew to submit. Thank you
to Puffin Foundation West for supporting the project.  Thank you to
Elena, Melanie, and Sofia, whose help formatting and processing
submissions proved indispensable. And most of all, thank you to the
over 50 of you who mailed, emailed, or dropped off your
submissions to us! 

If you want to learn more about this project or how to receive your copy of
an anthology, email us at eli@lakeerieink.org. You can also check out our
website for upcoming events and to learn more about what we do.
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This anthology is dedicated to

youth across northeast Ohio 

 inspired enough to create and

brave enough to share. 

Editors Note: You may notice some pieces include repeated
phrases or common motifs. We collected submissions from classes
that worked with Lake Erie Ink creative writing teachers to write
their poems. These teachers would often use prompts to help guide
the creative writing process! See if you can figure out what the
common themes are as you read.



Poem by
Tisser H.01

"LIKE A FLOWER IN THE DESERT,  I  HAD TO GROW.

WHEN I  ASKED FOR COURAGE,  WHY DID I  FEAR?"

Where the air is wet and the light is cool
I am living at the edge of a new leaf. 
Yellow, then white, then windswept. 

The yellow grasses sloping to shore. 
A poem can never be too dark. 

It’s like a dog afraid to dig.
A green shade - bankers’ lights - down the center. 

Like a flower in the desert, I had to grow.
When I asked for courage, why did I fear?

Poem by
Nykil E. 02

I feel what others are thinking and do not speak
I am living at the edge of a new leaf.
I have seen from the air logged island.
I gaze at the Pacific and don’t expect to even see
The heads on Easter Island.
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A beautiful sighting sometimes dark and others light
Sometimes it cries, sometimes it’s happy for others
Which is rare.
It might take out its anger on you with pain
It could be crying and angry.
R.I.P. aluminum pan man
Sometimes the universe does things to make it cold.
.

Our emotions resemble leaves alive.
And pastel somethings bloom

A line of green shades, brakes lights down the center.
We sing of our respect and call it our relative.

Like a flower in the desert
I had to grow in the cruelest weather

I want to bloom 
And show you all the colors

That live inside of me.
When I asked for love, why did I cry?

When I had to face pain
Rays of sunshine slowly rising.

My soul desperately needed light
Growth is uncomfortable

But do it, because the alternative is worse.
 

Have you felt the expanse 
And contours of grief along

the edges of a big Norway maple?
I know pleasure in the veins of a sugar maple.

I am at the edge of a new leaf.

Poems by
Antonize P.03
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I know pleasure in the veins of a sugar plum maple.
I am living at the edge of a new leaf. 
Fall of the odd flowers
But I have this garden.
Now nor the other
I’ve grown in secrets, someone to push,
I nod and stare at the heart.
A poem can never be too dark.
When it sensed us watching from a glass hallway in his sleep.
This is my first memory.
I’d too be so much more than I was before.

Poem by
Lamees H. 04

Poem by 
Malaya F.05

" I  AM LIVING AT THE EDGE OF A NEW LEAF."

Like a flower in the desert
I had to grow in the cruelest weather

Holding on to every drop of rain just to stay alive.
But it’s not enough to survive.

I want to bloom beneath the blazing sun
And show you all of the colors that live inside of me

I want you to see what I can become is a great person in life. 
.
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Growth is uncomfortable and sometimes unbearable
I’ve grown in secret 
I can relate to your fragile state because in the dark
I fell apart

Poem by
Wynter W. 06

Poem by 
Donovan C.07

Wake up to reality
Nothing is in my heart anymore

No need to worry
This hole was made by this world of hell

I’ve grown in secret 
But i have this garden

For me to sit in and read.

4

Like a Flower
Zaire H. 08

Growth is uncomfortable
I had to grow
Slowly rising
I was afraid
Like a flower



How I Grow
Jadon M.09

Ginkgo, Cottonwood, Pine, Oak, 
Sweet Gum type tree.

I have this and this isn’t a mouth full of the names of odd flowers
This is my first memory

A big room with heavy wooden tables
That sat on a creaky wooden floor

We travel our words
We arrive at the ocean 

With our words, we are able to speak of the sounds of thunder.
.

Like a Flower
Bruce H. 10

I’ve grown in secret
I gaze at the Pacific and don’t expect.
We speak of our respect
I feel the waves of the ocean
I am a breeze flowing through the air
I hide my worries

I’m slowly rising

5

" I 'VE GROWN IN SECRET,  BUT I  HAVE THIS GARDEN FOR

ME TO SIT AND READ."



Poem by 
David 11

Proving nature’s law is wrong, it learned to walk without having feet.
Through the souls own mastery.
Because the alternative is fatal.

Love me if you dare.
Marking the stirring of your soul. 

I’d too be so much more than I was before.
Now, these are words that define growth.
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Poem  by
Tay K.12

Part 1
One day there was a seed planted
From a crack in the concrete
How did it get there?
This small seed created a beautiful blossom. 
It was perfect for this season
And it was perfect for everyone.

Part 2
We were warmed by the sun each day
But when the winter came
We stayed inside but we grew stronger Everyday. 
As the blossom wilted it slowly died.
Our hearts fell beneath the earth.



Poem by 
Logan 13

Power that grows from my hand
I grow where I was planted.

My power that felt like fire and winter with every touch
But I am also just a normal kid.

Watch me grow and become more powerful.
I bloom like the earth is changing.

To grow means to change yourself.
Now watch me grow my power bigger.

Poem by
 Aden B

A sunflower that grew from land
I love where I was planted.
The sun that felt like a raging ball of fire with every touch.
But I am also going to bloom.
Watch me grow and blossom.
I bloom like a forest of trees.
To grow means to change, to be a golden sunflower.
Now watch me grow, bloom, and blossom.

14
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"MY POWER THAT FELT LIKE FIRE AND WINTER WITH

EVERY TOUCH,  BUT I  AM ALSO JUST A NORMAL KID"



Like a flower in the desert I had to grow.
When I asked for growth, why was I surprised that I was given rain? 

We were warmed by the sun, drank rain like wine and marveled at the
spring blossoms we created. 

Growth is uncomfortable.
 
 

Poem by 
Breilyn J 

A flower that grew from my grandma’s backyard. 
I rose where I was planted
Thorns that felt like hard metal with every touch. 
But I am also protective.
Watch me grow and dance.

Poem by 
Alicia17

16
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Poem by 
Jayvion B15

You can’t break me.
Did you hear about the rose that grew just to stay alive?

I was scared.
Growing up is walking into your bedroom in the dark.



Yes, dear, growth is uncomfortable. 
Like a flower growing in a desert, did it feel as if you’d fly or did it feel

as if you’d die?
But all along I was scared.

Growing up is realizing that sometimes it’s impossible to be true, and
to please people too. 

But I got the message of strength of inner power.

Growing up is realizing that sometimes it’s impossible to be true and
to please people too. 
The day we met, the seed was planted. Long live the rose that grew
from concrete when no one else ever cared. 
Like a flower in the desert, I had to grow in the cruelest weather
holding on to every drop of rain just to survive. 
I am soft as a summer breeze; I’m gentle as a hummingbird and I am
a pink leaf from the trees. 
I had to go all the days with a dark sky and then I found light. Brighter
than many ever see.

Poem by 
Terryn K 18

Poem by
Joli J19
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" I  AM SOFT AS A SUMMER BREEZE;  I 'N GENTLE AS A

HUMMINGBIRD."



In the dark I had to grow in the cruelest weather, just to stay alive. 
When I asked for friendship
When I asked for courage
Why did I fear growing up?
I was scared, I fell apart. I can relate. 
Why did I cry? Because I was scared, but now I’ve grown up you
don’t scare me any more. 
You fear me. You can’t hurt me, I’m not naive anymore. You can’t
break me. 
The message of the strength of inner power has made me more
powerful, and more confident.
It has prepared me for the real world. I once had no water, light,
heat, fake friends, bullies. 
I’ve defeated all of my struggles… Now I have to “Follow my own
path,” and live with the scars of repairing. Like I say, pain creates
strength, dignity, and confidence.
“I will live happy forever!”

Poem by 
De'Anton W20
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"WHY DID I  CRY? BECAUSE I  WAS SCARED,  BUT NOW

I 'VE GROWN UP.  YOU DON'T SCARE ME ANYMORE."



I am in a new school building. It seems times are changing and
people are changing. I could tell in the middle of middle school that

people were changing and growing and also teachers always
expected more as well. Also, parents were getting new

responsibilities. For example, in elementary school, the chrome
books are taken care of by teachers and we would take the chrome

books we are assigned to in school. 
Likewise, I have similar experiences. One time in grade 6, the grade

starting in the years of 2019-2020, it was quite different. We had
certain rules we had to follow. We're rushing and running the

hallways to get to class on time. For example, mature people are
always talking a lot at school. I do spend a lot of time on technology
so I don't know much about how teens use apps. I was made fun of

for a lot of things in school and it was not always rainbows and
cupcakes. Also, my favorite moment in wellness class (gym) was

when we learned archery which we never did in elementary school at
all. I did struggle a lot at the start and hit some rough patches, but it

all was a great experience I had and I am glad to reflect on it today. I
think this experience is going to help me a lot in the future and it will

teach a lot of valuable lessons about life. Also, I think growth is
something that we experience during life a lot when we enter

different stages of life.
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Story by 
Leela, age 13 21



Sometimes,
the roots 

are the 
last 

to grow.
Unsettled child

tumbles through
twenty-eight 

Winters
 
 

A Distance Spanned
by Judith Zelis, Age 6522

12

chafed raw by the
undertow
then spills onto land,
rises.
Mother Tree sees
what she
already knows:
the child’s limbs
and leaves
and petals unfurl
when feet find their soil,
in their own time.

"UNSETTLED CHILD

TUMBLES THROUGH

TWENTY-EIGHT

WINTERS,  CHAFED RAW

BY THE UNDERTOW



I didn’t notice her 
when I first walked in-- 
her long brown hair 
framing the sides of her face
shining in the light of her desk lamp,
her tattoo of a golden spiral on the inside of her arm,
her cowboy boots that click
on the floor when she walks 
making her look like a badass,
like she was the leader of some group, 
black blazers and confidence
wreathing around her figure.

I didn’t notice her
when I first walked in--
how she won’t wear shoes
when her heels start to hurt her feet.
Manicured toes pressing into the carpet,
the way she sits cross-legged on her desk
as her eyes glow from her phone screen,
the way she has to keep her color pattern on every
page:
red, green, and then blue.

I didn’t notice her
when I first walked in.
But when I left
on that last day,
my heart wrenched out of my chest
as I turned around
and walked away from her,
leaving everything behind.
All the light my body had accumulated.
Gone.

When I Left and Let Go
Halle Preneta, age 18 23
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All of the moments I thought about her hair and 
how it shone in her desk lamp light.

Gone.
All of those times I was anxious something had

happened to her
because I couldn’t imagine myself without her.

Gone.
 

I turned around
and walked away from her. 

From her long brown hair 
that framed the sides of her face

shining in the light of her desk lamp.
From her tattoo of a golden spiral on the inside of

her arm. 
From her cowboy boots that clicked
on the floor whenever she walked.

From her pink flowery dress that flowed in the wind.
From her smile that could make the sun explode into

a billion pieces.
From the stars that glowed in her eyes whenever

she was happy.
I let go 

of everything.
 

I turned around
and walked away from her,

letting my love go.
Letting the memories go.

Letting her go.
 

I turned around
and walked away from her.

I let her go.
 

What will I do now?
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Baby girl,
Those are not scars.
Those are stains.
Like the blessed glass
that other fingers blurred
to make the picture
in the pane
appear how they liked.
And which now shine
brighter
and with more color
than before.

Those stains.
They tell the story.
Of where you have been
and of where you are going.

So, do not dare
cover them up
in shame.

Because no one can
ever really know
what you
have been through
but you.
Unless you show them.

Stains
by Beverly Joyce, Age 41 24
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Ocean currents, windswept waves,
Coral seabeds, global enclaves. 

Grains of sand, where sandpipers roam; 
Jetty rocks, amidst splashes of seafoam.

Low tide, high tide, in concert with the moon, 
Crashing breakers, we observe as they loom.

Our planet is deluged in saltwater deep,
Amidst ancient mountains many leagues steep.

Now, octopi, shark, whales, and fish of the sea,
Are threatened species due to PLASTIC DEBRIS.

We, humans, inhabiting this earth, produce GARBAGE galore, 
Monumental GROWTH without places to store!  

 
Fish ingest PLASTIC as food in the “chain,”

It’s GROWTH clouding seawater (like soup) again and again!
 

PLASTIC DEBRIS sloshed about in a tumultuous, churning sea,
Consumed by fish; then, ingested by humans--unknowingly!

 
Our oceans are being contaminated by tons of PLASTIC GARBAGE,

Growing and flowing randomly in a worldwide barrage!
 

Perhaps from cruise ships, islanders, and freighters at sea,
Without conscience of littering global waters, unabated, and

prolifically!
 

This exponential growth of GARBAGE and PLASTIC DEBRIS is
unacceptable!

 A worthwhile CAUSE is keeping our oceans FREE of DEBRIS, so
INCREDIBLE!

16

Sea Debris Growing Prolifically!
By Toni Rash25



Haiku
By Kevin Devine, age 61
my name, he, him, his
never thought I would do this
signals GROWTH for me

Chrysalis
by Doc Janning, age 78

Traces of time
expressed in moments
moments of quiet certainty

the crystalline chrysalis
of forever
opens

a new galaxy emerges
spreading its wings
into aeons

ancient dreams
giving birth
to worlds of wonder

26

27
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"NEVER THOUGHT I  WOULD DO THIS ,  SIGNALS GROWTH

FOR ME"



A Bridge
by Beverly Joyce, age 41

Surrounding these stumps
at the end of the sticks
which hold me up
are stones.
A lot of them,
thrown
by those
who knew no
better
but whether
that is
fact or fiction
makes no difference.
For, all around,
they threaten
to hold me in
this circle
where they landed
and rooted
and, in so doing,
bound me to

a sole song
not mine

for far too long.
With limbs

ripe for pick,
I reach down

to grab them up
so as 

to toss them back,
but instead

I build a bridge
between

me and them
because

deep
in these rings

which make me
wider and wiser

each year
I know one thing

for sure:
love, not hate, wins.

28
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I am at home, sitting in my orange swivel chair. It’s 8:35, the beginning
of the school day. I am in OA (Operation Advantage), and Mr. Mason

is sharing lots of stories, just like Mr. Mason always does. I’m staring at
my computer, watching Mr. Mason talk. Sometimes I feel alone, but I
know that my remote friends are on the Google Meet with me. Alex,

Connie, Max, and Mike are all remote in my class period.  
I glance around the screen and see letters in colored circles next to Mr.

Mason’s screen. These are our profile pictures.  
I start to think about how middle school this year was waaaay different

than what I thought it would be. It had more drama and weird school
schedules than I ever thought an almost-12-year-old would

experience. 
Mr. Mason continues with his stories, until finally, he gets to our Digital
Citizenship lesson. Today we are learning about hackers, viruses, and

scams. 
 Alex types in chat that his brother used to click on scams/viruses that

promised free Roblox money until his tablet froze from the viruses.  
But we got him another one, Alex says.

I was relieved that Alex’s brother got another tablet. That would be
horrible, having your tablet just… freeze.

Meanwhile, Max starts asking if we have ever gotten a message on
Google saying we are the millionth or billionth person to do something

and we win a prize. I say no while Alex says yes. Alex and Max talk
more about viruses and other things while Mr. Mason continues with

the lesson. I manage to pay attention to both the chat and Mr. Mason.   
 

Being Remote
by Miranda Thurman, age 1129
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A month or two later, I realize that even while being remote, I’ve
still learned things, and still been able to talk to my friends
through a Google Meet link that one of my friends found. Earlier
this year, in math, I learned about ratios, which I’d never
understood before this year. And recently in art, I learned how to
draw a coral reef. Apparently I’m better at it than I thought!  
Being remote isn’t really the preferred version of school, but it’s
not completely restricting. Staying at home has given me more
time with my family at lunch, and it has also given me more time
to relax and write books, both my own and collaborative ones
with my friends. And I have lots of starts on different books now.
I want to be an author, so this whole year was a great
opportunity for writing more! My friends and I still help each
other when we need it. 
On the last day of school, the whole grade walked to a park.
Remote students could also join in if we got parent permission.
Lots of kids were climbing in a tree. I learned that day that my
grade is crazy, and that won’t change!  
Overall, I really have learned things this year, even about
myself, all while being remote, stuck at home. But things turned
out well in the end. = )

20



Winding like a river, sometimes rough waves, sometimes gentle
pushes. You’re gonna grow, child. Maybe big, maybe wild, but you
will change. You will writhe and twist, twirl and flail. Pull back some
and repeat. It’s a process. And only our Creator knows the time
frame. 

You can try to move the sand in the timer through, but the amount of
sand doesn’t change. And the quicksand decides to release when you
do…keep that in mind. And mind over matter. The matter is one grain
at a time. And you, my friend, are changing. 

Reshaping the messy pieces into a new sculpture that can be
adorned and adored until one day it cracks and falls to pieces again.
At that moment, you get to rebuild. But this time you include your
wisdom in the glue. 

You’ll grow into a new beautiful structure, and your breaks and bends
and cracks will let us know that you’ve stood the test of time. For you,
what do they mean? Other than you’ve evolved. Other than you’ve
changed shape. Other than you’ve been worked from the inside out.
Maybe it means you’re a vessel for others to notice and realize that
their own changes and growth will serve to make them a broken
masterpiece too…

21

If Growth Had a Voice
Julie Dayne, Age 41 30

"YOU'LL GROW INTO A NEW, BEAUTIFUL STRUCTURE,

AND YOUR BREAKS AND BENDS AND CRACKS WILL LET

US KNOW THAT YOU'VE STOOD THE TEST OF TIME."



Growing up means
Going into debt before you could count to 10

Stressing over things that would become trivial down the road
 

Growing up means
Saying goodbye to amazing friendships

And trading them in for 9-5s that don’t pay well,
But you have to stick with it because you need the money.

Good luck. 
 

Growing up means
Never being able to find answers for questions that stay on the lips

Like the sour candy you used to throw back like shots when you were younger.
Now, you could barely stand the thought of touching one.

 
Growing up means 

Silence.
 

Those down hours where you let the quiet engulf you as the world sleeps,
Yet the ache of the day catches up to your tired joints.

 
Growing up means

Responsibilities that you never asked for. 
That you would love to give up.

 
Growing up means

Providing for yourself and others.
Taking on the role of protector

Nurturer
A hero like the ones you once admired.

 
Growing up means

Learning the world around you, over and over again. 

Growing Up 
by Elena Pitts, age 1931
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Wildflowers
by Melissa Thurman, age 41 

Sunlight falls across the forest floor, dancing back and forth with the
swaying trees.

Leaves rustling, with deep blue sky behind them.
Birds chirping, the sound of a stream flowing over wet, 

gray-colored rocks.
A brown, dusty dirt path through the green, vibrant woods.

I am a seed planted in the warm, rich soil that is dappled with 
sunlight, filtering down through the trees of the forest.

 

33
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Why be me, they ask 
Why try reaching for the stars 
Knowing you’ll never make it that far 
Why be me, they ask 
Be yourself, they say 
A saying we’ve heard time and time before 
Why be me, they ask 
Why not be the word that’s ruined me in the past 
“You could be prettier like this” or “prettier like that” 
Why not be you, I ask 
Why run from yourself 
The person that makes you unique? 
Why not be you, I ask 
Why not show my truest self 
Inspire others that all can grow 
So why be me, you ask? 
Because I’m the best and truest me I will ever be 

Why Be Me
by Jah P, age 12 32

"WHY BE ME,  YOU ASK? BECAUSE I 'M THE BEST AND

TRUEST ME I  WILL EVER BE."
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I enter this world and absorb all that is around me; family and love,
community, and culture. 
I grow with the dependence on my family for all my needs.
I become a sprout that breaks through the dirt, growing from the nutrients
found in the soil and each rainfall and sunbeam that falls upon it. 
With time, the sprout grows more and becomes a seedling.
Life can be difficult.
The storms come, rain falls, and the wind rages and howls.
The tiny seedling gets knocked down from the heavy rain and blown by
the winds, drenched and overwhelmed.
And yet, it is determined.
To Survive.
To Live.
To Thrive.

I still stand.
I still look up to the sun, growing and forever reaching skywards.
God calmed my storms and has been with me through my trials.
I grow, I thrive and know I have a purpose.
I am a plant with a bud, ready to bloom.
I make my own choices, choose to learn, make mistakes, work, and live
my life.
Flower blooming; silky, delicate cornflower blue petals opening up towards
the sun.
I am a wildflower. 
A small, tiny, delicate wildflower.
One of countless that were created in every color and form imaginable.
Love finds me, I have a best friend through all times
The sun beams down upon the tiny flower and it thrives in the light it
receives down on the forest floor.  
I reach up towards the light.  
A wildflower only grows for a season, and so too will I.  
I must make the most of the time that I’m here.
God has created me and has helped me in all circumstances, from the
dark storms to the sunny, summer days.
I will show God’s love and grace by being who He made me to be.
I have been placed here to uplift others, and to show God’s love and
kindness, if even in the smallest of ways.
I can see the care God takes in even one of His tiniest creations- the
wildflower.

 



Wallflowers
by Abby Star, age 27

Overwintered Leeks 
by Mimi Plevin-Foust, age 64

If the modest leek,
friend to potatoes and eggs,
can survive months of snow

and icy wind to push up
Turkish spires that burst

into globes of exuberant buds,
isn’t it also possible

that we can, too?
 
 

34
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IF THE MODEST LEEK,  FRIEND TO POTATOES AND EGGS ,

CAN SURVIVE MONTHS OF SNOW. . . ISN'T IT ALSO

POSSIBLE THAT WE CAN TOO?"



In order to grow, a snake sheds its skin—a strenuous and painful
course. As the layers pull back and fall away the snake is riddled

with exhaustion. This is a dangerous time for the snake; shedding
skin requires the snake to stay in stillness making it vulnerable to

predators. Despite the dangers and discomfort, the snake doesn’t
ignore this uncomfortable process. Instinctually, snakes know

growth is a necessity for their own survival. 
I am afraid of snakes. I have always been afraid of snakes and yet
they always seem to find me. Whether I’m walking in the woods or

on a friend’s back patio, if I think of them they will appear. They
haunt me. 

I feel the same way about growing—I might even say I hate
growing— the discomfort of it all. I certainly hated turning from a

child into an adult. Childhood felt so right, it was truly where I
belonged. Imaginative play, silly faces, a care-free attitude, no

responsibility. Being “grown up” is mostly tumultuous, and
seemingly never quite right on me. 

I relate very well to small children, my friends call me a baby
whisperer. Because when it comes to kids… we just get each

other. I see them and they see me. I’ve discovered this is partly
because they believe that I am a “big kid” and not an actual adult.

Shedding Skin
by Amy Schwabauer, age 3036
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And yes, I love being a “big kid”. I try every day to maintain the
wonder and awe that comes from being five years old—when you
still saw so much magic in the world, your imagination could run
wild and you literally learned something new every day. 
 However, in the last year, I have experienced glimpses of
adulthood that seem impossible to come back from—grief weighs
heavy on my heart. And it’s changing me, shaping me in a way I
don’t like. Driving me further away from that lovely childlike wonder
and hope. Grief forces me to grow into jagged limbs, with bitter
branches and jaded leaves. The person I am growing into feels lost
and unfamiliar—I don’t like her. 
 Sitting on a stone wall buried in the woods of Shaker Lakes—I
can’t stop crying. I hear a rustle and then I see a slither; you
guessed it—a snake. This small creature has magically appeared
to remind me that the process of growth is painful. Skin sheds off
the eyes, around the corners of the mouth, across the belly, all the
way down to the tip of the tail. The process is ugly and gross but
the snake doesn’t get it. The snake holds still, the snake rests. So
perhaps I’ll be okay, maybe it is just this process that is so ugly,
that hurts so deep—perhaps the results can be beautiful if I just
hold still and let my skin shed. 



Lily of the Valley
by Elliot Olson
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I am called
 by mountains seas and forests

I am called
 by stars galaxies and the Multiverse

I am called
 by other worlds and dimensions

  and the infinity of time

They call to me
 in all the known and unknown languages

  of everywhere and everywhen
They call to me 

 “Tu nous manques”

They call me
 to a place of dreams
 a place of love
 a place of peace

They call me
 to a place

  amid the circle of all
 to the place of karma’s end

To a place
 where I 

  become

I Am Called
by Doc Janning, age 7838
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For 30+ years, I’ve struggled with loneliness.  At one point in my life, I
did take pride in the fact that I wasn’t going to let a man, or my
loneliness, get in the way of me having a life. But the last several years
I’ve let my loneliness and a couple relationships cost me employment,
my sanity, or my hobbies. Loneliness can be very costly, at least for me.
I’ve made many sacrifices in relationships but a lot of times the
sacrifices haven’t been returned. I’ve been subjected to being used, I’ve
been viewed as a punching bag, and men have used my belongings, not
handling them with care. I’ve had boundaries ignored.  And for what?
Failed relationships? Jerks who call me a bitch instead of giving me an
apology? Why am I always the one who apologizes? One man had no
regard for my personal safety, but he NEVER apologized.  Sometimes I
think back and wonder if he really wanted me dead. We were arguing in
a Denny’s parking lot in my car. 

Personal Growth
By Tracy Kichinka, age 42 39
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I was the passenger and at the last minute he swerved missing a
pole in the parking lot because he was mad. I made noise in my own

car while he was talking to another girl on his cell phone.
     I recently came out of another relationship where I’ve had enough

of the one-sidedness. I’d drive down six hours to visit him when he
moved back to West Virginia. But the same was never done for me. I

never got a birthday or Valentine’s Day card. Like he was the only
one who was strapped for cash, but I made the sacrifice. This is the
second relationship in 3 years where it was all about the other party

and never about me. Or we. Or us. My mother asked me what I’ve
learned in all of this. One of the big things I learned is that whoever

said “The definition of insanity is doing the same thing over and over
again and expecting different results” is right. 

 
 
 

THE FOLLOWING PIECE HAS EXPLICIT LANGUAGE.



Take my fears, sorrows-
Those moments not explained-
Grasp onto some hope - 
And faith- keep my pain.
So I can still travel - 
Find some peace of mind.
Life’s woven experiences - 
A mandala  you may now find.

Mandala
by Lola Farron40

What is that moment when you feel 
Lost?

Nothing to anchor you at any cost?
Wander in darkness nothing looks

the Same…
Please God help me- my heart may 

You tame.
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"TAKE MY FEARS,  SORROWS -  THOSE MOMENTS NOT

EXPLAINED -  GRASP ONTO SOME HOPE -  AND FAITH -

KEEP MY PAIN"



Growth Huh?
by Helen B. age 14 

Growth is a game time liked to play. 
It traces the mind like a stencil, all set in motion. 
The days go by with evolution reaching the highest points. 
Trees and grass sprout to be cut. 
Forests die so we can plant anew. 
We’ll just start over again. 
Growth spreads over existence. 
Weaving through the building blocks. 
Green and blue will help. 
Gray and gold will melt. 
Powdered ash will pave our paths. 
Skies seem so much duller. 
Can we start over again? 
Growth is determined. 
It will stretch and bend to make us feel content again. 
So why are we so discouraged? 
Everyday you'll learn something new. 
You'll probably forget it so be happy to learn it again. 
Time will pass and maybe we'll still last. 
I promise when that happens, we’ll grow up again. 

41
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Growing is like 
a bubbling brook. 

Did you know that rivers move 
over time? 

They leave fields in their stead 
and no trace that they had ever 

wandered through the empty farmland 
they sit beside. 

Growing sometimes means 
going away. 

Growing is like 
watching your mother laugh 

and realizing her ratio 
of joy to sadness 

changes every day 
and yours will, too. 

Growing is letting go of your inhibition, 
when your spirit's desire to dance can finally live in limbs 
confident enough to hold the body's longing for freedom. 

Growing is learning to trust 
that although the mind's mean thoughts can seem overpowering, 

they are not the ones that deny you. 
 

Untitled
by Marisa Grady, age 2642
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GROWING
by Damaris Abreu, Age 49

an acrostic poem read from bottom to top

Garden flourishing with undeniably life-changing good works in Christ 
Nectar flowing freely, developing a 
Invisible, are more real and lasting than anything seen 
Wholly encased by faith, though 
Originating from the Creator of my destiny’s eternal seeds 
Releasing budding purpose and identity 
Germination of transformative thoughts 

43
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Ashes
by Margaret T, Age 1044

My home is deep in the forest, away from all people or things. I stay hidden
so I won’t be captured like all the other phoenixes. I thought I was the last

phoenix-at least until today. 
 

I am on my think branch high up in the trees. I am asleep. I wake up when I
hear voices. Boy voices. 

 
“Jason, I think I hear a frog," one boy says to another. 

 
“Matt, I think it’s just the wind. Frogs aren’t this far in the forest, since there is

no pond.” Jason says. 
 

When my eyes adjust to the light, I see a girl. An older girl. They have good
eyesight, at least from what I heard. I try to fly away but a weed stops me. A

few seconds later, the girl finally spots me. She points at me and yells
 

" I  THOUGHT I  WAS THE LAST PHOENIX -  AT LEAST

UNTIL TODAY"



 “STOP ABOUT THE FROG! LOOK THERE’S A PHOENIX!” The boys
climb up the tree and reach for my foot and pulled me down. They trap me
in a cage for about 4 frogs. Once I finally fit in the really small cage, they
brought me home to a small house in a small village.  

 Everyone was staring at me. I felt strange in this new place. The doors
creaked when people went in and out. I squawked every minute when I
was stuck in the small frog cage. Finally, they let me out of the cage to
explore. I stopped flying when I heard a squawk. I started moving again
when the squawk stopped. When I heard another squawk, I followed it. I
followed it until I ran into something. It wasn’t something, it was my brother,
Cole!  

“ How did you get here?” I squawked. 

“There are many mysteries of th-,” Cole chirped smoothly. 

“ At least tell me why you're here,” I said as calmly as I could. 

 “Fenga, I am here to destroy this family because they destroyed ours.” He
mumbled furiously and then said, “ Now please excuse me, I have
business to do.” And pushed me away with his wings. I refused to let him
go so I held Cole back with my wings. Then, I ripped his feathers out on his
head and bit his neck. Cole hit me back with his wings. But before he could
I blew fire at his wings. Cole dropped in almost in a second. He turned into
ash and I ate the ash so he wouldn't come back. I know- I mean I knew my
brother. I also know that he will have an alliance, so I'll have to stay and
protect the family. Now, I have to go protect a family. 
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My cotton shorts are thin, and the crackly skin of my willow tree makes me
shift in my knobby seat until we agree. Now, I can relax and watch the long
sweeping branches sway as they skim the grass and moss mosaic below.
I’m alone in my willow tree. As a late-born child, even my siblings are all
grown up, so my family is busy doing adult things. 

Sometimes, I share my haven. When my friend Pam comes over, we sit in
notches and sing songs like her Girl Scouts tune, “Make new friends, but
keep the old…” And Zane, my one-house-over neighbor, will make short
visits. Her need to move doesn’t make for good tree-sitting. Usually, it’s just
my tree and me, talking things over and pondering time, and this is how I like
it.

I know which splay of branches is the bedroom and which is the kitchen. The
living room is over on the other side, and I spend most of my time there, in
the crook of the two largest divisions off the trunk, in the saddle where they
join, in a space just right for me. It is as if my tree grew just for me. 

Every spring, I pick up my willow’s winter shed before the first mow. I whip
them over my head, and they cut the air with a buzzing whirl. My mother
trims back the draping greenery. It grows back quickly, reestablishing my
fortress, so soon It surrounds me, again, in sacred shelter. 

Birds don’t nest in my weeping willow. I think it moves too much. I watch it
toss its stringy branches back and forth during rumbling thunderstorms,
afraid it will break, but it always stands its ground. I don’t think birds would
feel safe in it. I wouldn’t. My willow is fierce in a storm, thrashing and
gnashing. I watch its tantrums from the breezeway, where the lightning can’t
get me. 

Rings
By Leslie Kouba, age 60 45
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I’m sure the rings were many, as it was older than me. It had danced to
breezy rhythms under the stars long before I was born. If I could have

counted them, would they have outnumbered the wrinkles my face now
wears, my skin a soft echo of my willow’s grooved bark?

 
My willow tree now grows in me. It urges me to stand my ground. So,
I’ve decided. I’ll dance under the stars and thrash in storms and grow

and grow until I’m dead. I’ll provide shelter, peace, and space for
others until I topple down, and that will be my story, my rings.
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GROWING Pt 2
by Damaris Abreu, Age 4946



As a very senior person I had to think hard about the given subject “growth.”
Certainly not eager to grow bigger, taller, or along the usual paths. 

Long ago (if I ever did) I gave up the superficial idea of changing in physical ways. I
left those ideas to be captured or recaptured if I wanted, in myths, children’s books
– at any rate, from my long-ago time.

At any time, especially after one has conquered many ideas and maybe personal
worlds, growth is an everyday thing, a spiritual thing, a way of embracing the mind,
environment, insight, perspective - a look at our inner selves, the who we are. It’s an
invigorating thing to look at the physical aspects but even more satisfying to find
inner satisfaction, peace, resolution, solution, belief in one’s own growth no matter
the age.

This sense of self must make sense to one’s self. We are surrounded by some of
the luscious land, most perfect gardens, and greens from lime to glade to assist us
in seeing the future and the hope within it. I assure myself that it is all right there – in
the lilac bush, the rose leaf, the maple tree. I see growth every season. Lovely and
lucky! It is there for all of us.

Will we see migrating birds determined in their destination?

Will they be singing for us? To the future, or sodden?

Will they change direction if there are possibilities of storms?

Are they watching out for our future too?

I am watching carefully. I never used to include this imperative.

Shape-up, the monarchs are fluttering
Our cover.
Our growth and their growth
Sharing their sense of destination.
I will settle on the colors of the world      
Right here, homing in on 
My level. I can watch for my solutions.
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Growth
by Nina Gibans47
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A soup of brown leaves buries my yard
stirred by black branches that harp
Pick me up! Pick me up!
through freezing wind and rain.

Why did I ever have to hear
the landscape designer explain:
Your yard is a series of outdoor rooms.

If they are rooms, then someone 
must pick up after the oaks, 
the linden, the plum and maples
who, like so many teenage daughters,
have a grand time every year
drizzling hormonal sap and spitting acorns, 
flinging spinners like hair elastics, 
and lobbing leaves and branches
like junk food wrappers and twisted hangers
to trash up my al fresco haven of peace.

 
Don’t they know that with one phone call

I could turn them into matchsticks?
 

If only I could forget that scientists 
have discovered that trees, like teens,

can learn and count
and share their food with needy neighbors.

 
How dare they keep seducing me

with blossoms in April, shade in July,
and fiery fall leaves?

 
And so we fight, skirmish after skirmish,

in our suburban civil war, 
as I try to sculpt my tiny vision

from an order I can’t begin to grasp.

Mom v. Trees
by Mimi Plevin-Foust, Age 6449
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I miss being sick when I was younger
Cuddling up to my father on the air mattress designated for the sick

Eating saltine crackers and sipping on ginger ale
 

Even though it was hard to breathe
Sinuses so clogged and congested

Yet my dad would always hold the tissue and tell me to blow
Trying to blow out the mucus made the world spin

 
He adjusted to my temperature, whether it was a million degrees or somewhere in the

arctic 
He didn’t mind

One complaint about how hot I was 
Was enough for him to turn the 2 blade 3 blade fan on and put it on 2

 
Everyone else would be in their own world

Occasional soup every 5
Episodes of Noddy and 3

Episodes of Jem and the Holograms and 6 episodes of Codename Kids Next Door
The breaks in between were scattered in naps and bathroom breaks

Never going too far away from my father
 

Slowly distance made itself known whenever it reintroduced sickness to me
The closeness I once shared was traded in for closed doors and isolation

Sniffles and loneliness became overwhelming
To the point, the search from comfort becomes strong

I seek out the arms that held me so close
And the food that filled me up with happiness

When stuff becomes way too much
I crumble

 
5 year old me who just wants her parents screams out with a force unknown

Causing my legs to locate them
And my eyes to water

And then strong arms hold me
Confused on why they are wrapped around me

Yet they hold me still, as close as they did when I was younger

Sick
by Elena Pitts, Age 1950
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evil/wickedness begins with forced growth in a rancid, oily, festering crevice

burnt orange pustule insect grimaces in gladness

all plants rooted here in savage hatred and fear
vicious vines are fed by greed, watered by innocent blood and the sludge of
bigotry
this garden’s compost pit filled with rotted hearts, incinerated souls,
eviscerated empathies, desiccated minds, wizened loves
these dead flowers grow in a spiked cycle of decay
those warped weeds will blind you
those warped weeds will bind you

we don left league leather boots
uproot all dangerous deadly growths

how to ensure they won’t grow back…?
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Growth of the Right-Wing Garden
By Donna M. Shinko, Age 68 51

sow the seeds of love and lavender
seeds of tolerance and thyme
seeds of solidarity and saffron

seeds of healing and hyssop
seeds of reconciliation and reparation and roses

 
constant cultivation, eternal devotion

"SOW THE SEEDS OF LOVE AND LAVENDER,  SEEDS OF

TOLERANCE AND THYME"



I Don't Wanna Grow Up (with apologies
to the Ramones and Peter Pan) 
by Donna M. Shinko, age 6852

CHORUS: I don’t wanna grow up,
  I don’t wanna learn to hate,
  I don’t wanna get fat,
 I don’t wanna trust to fate!

Don’t want to stop sucking my thumb,
Sure don’t want to learn to cook,
Love everything done by my mum,
Want to keep my nose in books!

[CHORUS]

Don’t wanna go to grade school,
all the other kids are mean,
Too much praying, nuns are cruel,
And I get bullied by Dinah Jean!

[CHORUS]

Sure don’t wanna go to high school,
All those straight kids – culture shock!
they think I’m nerdy, I’m not cool,
And they don’t get my kind of rock!

[CHORUS]
 

Don’t wanna learn about boys
Though they make me feel good,

Some will use me as their toys,
And won’t treat me like they should!

 
[CHORUS]

 
Don’t wanna fall for that biker fool,
Caused me pain & trouble & strife;

Working legal jobs was not his rule,
BIG mistake – I became his wife!

 
[CHORUS]

 
Didn’t wanna grow up, ‘cos it hurt too bad,

My choices caused pleasure and pain;
I’ve learnt and I’ve grown, I’m no longer sad,

I do cherish all my growth, all my gain!
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mother
by Heather Smith, age 2653

Tickle my ankle
Wrap around my heart
I want to know what shades of jade
Feel like on damaged skin
Erase the memories from my scars
Replace cuts with birth marks
Illuminate my waterfall of gold

Show me the love of a mother bigger than humanity

Draw out my monsters and replace them with gladiola
I am a warrior sword in hand when you
Prop my soul up on ancient rings
Provide me shelter and center
My conscience

In the space I am meant to take up

Interpretation of mother
Marla Dawn Kassoff54

"PROVIDE ME SHELTER AND CENTER MY CONSCIENCE IN

THE SPACE I  AM MEANT TO TAKE UP"



“Bandaged, Almost Perfect, and Beautifully
Broken”

Marla Dawn Kassoff 56

Marla Dawn Kassoff is a mixed media artist from Cleveland, Ohio. The
plaster casts of her body parts are inspired by her recovery from trauma.
By sharing her soul through her artwork, Marla Dawn hopes to encourage
others to speak their truth.
.
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Poem 
Morgan M.55

I have seen from the air bagged islands.
I had to grow

I hold on to every drop of rain.
Like a flower in the desert.

When I ask for friendship
Why was I torn?

You’re so much more than you were before.
I’d too be so much more than I was before.

When I asked for Growth, why was I surprised
When I asked for love.

 
.



Growth

The End



Growth is uncomfortable
and sometimes unbearable.

Through writing, we can
explore these feelings, and

find a way to break through,
like a flower in the desert.

 
Lake Erie Ink collected work

that related to the theme
Growth in the summer of

2021. This anthology
represents the submissions
from over 50 individuals.

 
Explore this anthology and

learn a little bit about where
we can grow from here.

Growth 

Is...


